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Abstract	

In	the	midst	of	its	respec4ve	energy	transi4ons,	the	European	power	sector	
faces	 several	 challenges.	 Low	 levels	 of	 both	 European	 Union	 Emissions	
Trading	 Scheme	 (EU	 ETS)	 allowance	 prices	 and	 wholesale	 power	 prices	
fuelled	concerns	over	drivers	for	decarbonisa4on	and	long-term	genera4on	
adequacy.	 While	 some	 countries	 have	 introduced	 capacity	 remunera4on	
mechanisms	 to	 ensure	 genera4on	 adequacy,	 reforming	 the	 EU	 ETS	 has	
proven	to	be	difficult.	This	paper	proposes	a	unilateral	approach	by	a	state	
introducing	a	CO2	levy	that	internalises	and	prices	CO2	at	a	na4onal	level.	The	
suggested	 climate	 and	 supply	 market	 model	 thereby	 incen4vises	 and	
rewards	produc4on	from	CO2-neutral	sources	during	4mes	when	it	does	not	
cover	 the	 targeted	 share	 of	 produc4on.	 Prior	 to	 describing	 the	model	 in	
detail,	this	paper	discusses	the	theore4cal	policy	steering	background	and	
the	problems	associated	with	current	energy	policies.	This	is	followed	by	a	
discussion	 on	 the	 legal	 aspects	 of	 the	 model,	 its	 compa4bility	 with	
interna4onal	 as	 well	 as	 EU	 law.	 The	 model	 is	 explored	 further	 by	 using	
Switzerland	as	an	example,	showing	that	a	cross-sector	carbon	price	can	be	
implemented	at	acceptable	costs	for	consumers.	For	a	broader	picture,	other	
CO2	 taxa4on	models	 are	 briefly	 presented.	 Last	 but	 not	 least,	 the	 paper	
examines	 varie4es	of	 the	model	 and	 the	adap4on	poten4al	 for	European	
countries.		
	
	
Energy	policy	and	the	concept	of	direct	and	multiple	steering	

It	 is	 the	 objec4ve	 of	 modern	 energy	 policies	 to	 decarbonise	 without	
jeopardising	other	policy	objec4ves.	Within	this	context,	one	usually	refers	
to	the	energy	policy	objec4ve	triangle	of	i)	security	of	supply,	ii)	affordability	
and	 iii)	 sustainability.	 In	 order	 to	 tackle	 climate	 change	 and	 fight	 global	
warming,	governments	strive	to	reduce	emissions.	Carbon	dioxide	(CO2)	in	
par4cular	has	become	a	common	standard	to	measure	the	sustainability	of	
a	given	system	and	quan4fy	emissions	growth	or	reduc4ons.	CO2	is	emiTed	
by	a	variety	of	sources	from	different	sectors;	the	power	and	transport	sector	
being	 amongst	 the	 most	 prominent.	 Depending	 on	 the	 sector,	 there	 are	
different	energy	policies	and	strategies	to	ini4ate	emission	reduc4ons.	
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Focusing	on	the	power	sector,	one	can	differen4ate	between	two	theore4cal	
policy	concepts:	direct	and	mul4ple	steering.	The	former	centres	around	the	
idea	 of	 pricing	 and	 internalising	 CO2	 or,	 more	 generally,	 greenhouse	 gas	
emission	costs.	In	prac4ce,	this	can	be	put	into	effect	by	introducing	a	CO2	
tax	with	an	emission	trading	system	such	as	the	European	Union	Emissions	
Trading	Scheme	(EU	ETS).	Given	the	declared	objec4ve	of	decarbonisa4on,	
this	approach	can	be	seen	as	plausible	and	straighYorward.	PuZng	a	price	
on	 CO2	 emissions	 should	 reduce	 the	 overall	 output	 and	 thus	 give	 rise	 to	
further	 decarbonisa4on.	 The	 concept	 thereby	 relies	 on	market	 effects	 to	
work	out	ways	to	reduce	emissions.	This	somewhat	liberal	approach	directly	
targets	CO2	emissions,	which	is	why	we	refer	to	it	as	‘direct	steering’.		
	
In	 contrast,	 an	 indirect	 steering	 method	 would	 indirectly	 work	 towards	
achieving	 the	 same	 objec4ve,	 for	 example	 by	 seZng	 other	 incen4ves	 to	
reduce	emissions	or	promote	alterna4ves	which	entail	less	or	no	emissions.	
Examples	 would	 include	 taxes	 on	 emission-intensive	 fuels	 or	 support	 for	
renewables.		
	
If	mul4ple	policy	measures	coincide	and	interact	with	the	common	objec4ve	
of	reducing	emissions,	one	speaks	of	a	mul4ple	steering	model	(Everts	et	al.,	
2016,	pp.	119-120)1.	For	example,	a	CO2	tax	and	trading	system	can	be	a	part	
of	a	mul4ple	steering	model.	Indeed,	most	governments	nowadays	have	a	
range	of	policies	in	place	that	not	only	price	CO2	but	also	incen4vise	emission	
reduc4on	in	other	ways.	It	is	an	advantage	of	this	mul4ple	steering	model	
that	 policy	 makers	 have	 greater	 control	 over	 emission	 reduc4on	
contribu4ons	of	different	sectors,	technologies	used	and	general	concepts.	
There	 are,	 however,	 several	 problems	with	 those	designs	which	 currently	
prevail.	
	
	
Current	issues	of	the	EU	ETS	

There	is	an	extensive	body	of	literature	on	the	weak	performance	of	the	EU	
ETS	and	the	con4nuous	drop	in	price	of	allowances	since	the	financial	crisis;	
from	about	30	EUR/tCO2	to	below	5	EUR/tCO2

2.	The	 low	allowances	price	
level	has	 led	to	circumstances	 in	which	there	exist	great	uncertainty	as	to	
whether	 the	EU	ETS	 is	 s4ll	 and	 can	be	a	main	driver	 for	decarbonisa4on,	
despite	being	designed	to	fulfil	exactly	this	role	(Marcou	et	al.,	2016,	pp.	7–
11).	In	general,	scholars	regard	the	price	level	as	too	low	to	fulfil	the	intended	
																																																								
1	Multiple	steering	models	usually	include	direct	and	indirect	measures.	
2	Koch	et	al.	provide	a	concise	overview	of	current	state	of	research	on	the	EU	ETS	and	the	causes	of	
the	price	drop	(Koch	et	al.,	2014)	
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func4ons	(Abrell	et	al.,	2016,	p.	2;	Rogge	et	al.,	2011;	European	Commission,	
2014).	It	has	been	argued	that	at	the	current	price	level,	costs	of	nega4ve	
externali4es	 stemming	 from	 carbon	 emissions	 are	 no	 longer	 properly	
internalised	 (Carbon	 Market	 Watch,	 2015,	 p.	 4).	 Further,	 the	 price	 of	
allowances	is	too	low	to	trigger	investments	in	low	carbon	technologies	and	
facilitate	innova4on	(Carbon	Market	Watch,	2015,	p.	4;	Hepburn	et	al.,	2016,	
p.	1;	Rogge	et	al.,	2011).	
	
This	points	towards	the	prevailing	problems	of	the	EU	ETS	and	a	necessity	
for	 reform.	However,	 reforming	 the	EU	ETS	has	proven	a	difficult	poli4cal	
maTer,	given	the	diverse	interests	of	the	stakeholders	and	par4es	involved.	
Currently,	there	 is	an	ongoing	reform	process	of	the	EU	ETS	for	which	the	
European	 Parliament	 voted	 and	 on	 which	 the	 European	 Council	 recently	
agreed	 a	 posi4on	 (European	 Council,	 2017).	 However,	 observers	 remain	
scep4cal	that	the	proposed	changes	will	be	sufficient	to	end	the	run	of	very	
low	allowance	prices	(Boffey,	2017;	RaTay,	2017).		
	
This	run	of	very	low	allowance	prices	(on	average	6.2	EUR/tCO2	during	the	
last	five	years)3	has	also	had	subsequent	effects.	It	is	part	of	the	concept	of	
the	mul4ple	steering	model	to	maintain	some	level	of	price	neutrality	with	
respect	to	wholesale	power	prices.	But	CO2	pricing	systems	such	as	the	EU	
ETS	 have	 a	 price-increasing	 effect	 on	 wholesale	 power	 prices,	 whilst	 the	
deployment	of	low	marginal	cost	renewables	have	a	price-decreasing	effect,	
which	is	why	both	policies	together	have	the	poten4al	of	retaining	overall	
price	neutrality.	Power	prices	have	fallen	dras4cally	since	the	financial	crisis	
and	the	price	decline	of	CO2	allowances	and	the	deployment	of	low	marginal	
cost	renewables	have	been	found	to	be	the	most	contribu4ng	factors	to	this	
wholesale	power	price	drop	in	Germany	(Bublitz	et	al.,	2017,	p.	330;	Everts	
et	al.,	2016,	p.	122;	Hirth,	2016,	p.	11).		
	
This	 development	 of	 wholesale	 power	 prices	 has	 in	 turn	 given	 rise	 to	 a	
phenomenon	 that	 has	 been	 labelled	 the	 ‘missing	 money	 problem’4	 –	 a	
problem	which	might	threaten	the	long-term	security	of	supply.	If	there	is	no	
investment	 ra4onale	 for	 investments	 in	 flexible	 genera4on	 capacity	 to	
balance	 intermiTent	 renewable	 produc4on	 or	 in	 conven4onal	 backup	
capacity,	 security	 of	 supply	 is	 threatened.	 As	 a	 consequence,	 many	
governments	 have	 recently	 introduced	 mechanisms	 to	 provide	 market	

																																																								
3	Average	ICE	EUA	futures	2012-2016	(Intercontinental	Exchange,	2017)	
4	The	‘missing	money	problem’	describes	a	situation	in	an	energy-only	market	where	low	power	prices	
and	 few	price	 spikes	 do	 not	 provide	 sufficient	 (long-term)	 investment	 incentives	 in	 new	 (flexible)	
generation	capacity.	For	a	closer	examination	of	the	missing	money	problem	see	Crampton	&	Stoft	
(2006),	Joskow	(2008)	and	Newbery	(2016).	
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par4cipants	 with	 more	 incen4ves	 for	 building	 or	 maintaining	 genera4on	
capaci4es	in	order	to	guarantee	that	power	demand	can	be	met	at	all	4mes.	
In	 theory,	 there	 should	be	no	need	 for	 such	market	 interven4ons,	 as	 the	
energy-only	market	 should	 provide	 sufficient	 incen4ves	 for	 new	 capacity	
with	 scarcity	 price	 spikes.	 Therefore	 some	 see	 capacity	 remunera4on	
mechanisms5	as	market	distor4ons	(European	Commission,	2016;	Hancher	
et	al.,	2015).	
	
It	 should	 be	 noted	 at	 this	 point	 that	 the	 investment	 cycles	 in	 the	 energy	
industry	 are	 generally	 characterised	 by	 their	 long-term	 nature	 and	 high	
capital	costs.	Power	plants	have	long	life	4mes	with	high	upfront	costs.	The	
high	capital	intensity	amplifies	the	impact	of	investment	cycle	changes	and	
raises	the	risk	of	excessive	or	insufficient	capaci4es	(Lu	et	al.,	2015,	p.	3242).	
A	low-price	outlook	as	well	as	regulatory	uncertain4es	may	exacerbate	this	
effect.	This,	combined	with	technology	innova4ons	and	doubts	over	future	
market	designs,	has	made	tradi4onal	investments	in	power	plants	with	an	
expected	life4me	of	half	a	century	or	longer	rather	complex.		
	
The	dearth	in	investment	incen4ves	has	also	been	iden4fied	by	the	European	
Commission	as	a	market	failure.	It	is	commonly	acknowledged	that	further	
policy	measures	targe4ng	emissions	reduc4ons	and	addressing	concerns	on	
(long-term)	investment	incen4ves	are	needed	(European	Commission,	2016,	
p.	 4).	 Electricity	 supply	 is	 now	 more	 than	 ever	 a	 vital	 good	 in	 modern	
socie4es	 and	 is	 also	 in	 liberalised	 markets	 regarded	 as	 a	 public	 good6	
(AbboT,	 2001,	 pp.	 31–33;	 de	 Vries	 and	 Hakvoort,	 2003,	 p.	 2;	 Finon	 and	
Pignon,	2008,	p.	3).	Insufficient	investments	to	guarantee	long-term	security	
of	 supply	 can	 thus	be	 seen	as	a	market	 failure,	 and	capacity	mechanisms	
represent	a	regulatory	market	interven4on	to	address	the	issue.		
	
	
Unilateral	climate	and	supply	market	model	

It	has	been	 shown	 that,	 regarding	energy	policy	objec4ves,	 further	policy	
measures	targe4ng	emissions	reduc4ons	as	well	as	addressing	concerns	over	
(long-term)	 investment	 incen4ves	 are	 needed.	 The	 authors	 propose	 a	
climate	and	supply	market	model	that	tackles	not	only	the	aforemen4oned	

																																																								
5	 Whilst	 capacity	 remuneration	 mechanisms	 can	 take	 different	 forms,	 they	 generally	 provide	
monetary	payments	towards	generators	for	available	generation	capacity.	
6	A	public	good	is	commonly	defined	by	the	characteristics	of	nonrivalry	and	non-excludability,	 i.e.	
additional	consumers	add	no	additional	costs	(zero	marginal	costs)	or	reducing	the	good’s	availability	
for	others	and	people	cannot	be	excluded	from	consuming	the	good.		
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climate	issue	but	also	the	insufficient	investment	incen4ves	provided	by	the	
energy-only	market.		
	
Given	the	difficul4es	in	reforming	emission	trading	systems	such	as	the	EU	
ETS	at	a	mul4lateral	level,	the	climate	and	supply	market	model	suggests	a	
unilateral	approach	in	which	a	state	introduces	a	CO2	levy	that	internalises	
the	external	costs	of	CO2	emissions	at	a	na4onal	level.	It	aims	to	correct	the	
aforemen4oned	market	distor4ons	caused	by	the	low	EU	ETS	price	level	and	
its	 subsequent	 effects	 by	 reintroducing	 a	 significant	 carbon	 price	 for	 the	
power	sector.	The	model	exempts	the	consump4on	of	CO2-neutral	electricity	
from	the	new	CO2	 levy,	using	na4onal	guarantees	of	origin	(which	already	
exist	in	many	countries).	The	levy	is	introduced	for	suppliers	who	pass	the	
costs	on	 to	 the	final	 electricity	 consumers.	 The	EU	ETS	allowance	price	 is	
taken	into	account,	whereby	the	proposed	CO2	levy	decreases	when	the	EU	
ETS	allowance	price	rises.	The	government,	relevant	ministry	or	ins4tu4on	
in	ques4on	sets	the	amount	of	the	na4onal	CO2	levy.	This	amount	could	be	
related	to	the	social	costs	of	carbon7	or	if	available,	exis4ng	CO2	taxa4on	on	
fuels.		
	
In	the	suggested	model,	producers	report	their	produc4on	to	a	cer4fica4on	
body	(in	many	cases	already	exis4ng	and	responsible	for	handling	guarantees	
of	 origin)	 and	 receive	 corresponding	 guarantees	 or	 cer4ficates.	 Suppliers	
report	to	the	cer4fica4on	body	their	deliveries	to	the	final	consumers	and	
they	pay	the	corresponding	CO2	levy	or	present	na4onal	guarantees	of	CO2-
neutral	 origin	 instead8.	 Guarantees	 of	 origin	 are	 traded	 and	 as	 long	 as	
na4onal	CO2-neutral	produc4on	does	not	surpass	the	na4onal	demand,	the	
guarantee	 price	 should	 roughly	 equal	 the	 CO2	 levy,	 since	 suppliers	 have	
either	to	pay	the	CO2	levy	or	present	the	guarantees	of	CO2-neutral	origin9.	
It	 should	 be	 noted	 at	 this	 point	 that	 the	 cer4ficate	 market	 remains	
independent	and	separate	from	the	energy-only	market	on	which	electricity	
is	traded.	
	
In	order	not	to	discriminate	against	any	form	of	produc4on	(thus	adop4ng	a	
principle	of	non-discrimina4on),	the	CO2	levy	applies	generally	to	every	unit	

																																																								
7	 The	 social	 costs	 of	 carbon	 is	 a	 scientific	 approach	 to	measure	 the	marginal	 costs	 of	 emitting	 an	
additional	unit	of	CO2	or	CO2	equivalents	at	a	given	time.	The	comprehensive	scientific	approach	tries	
to	 incorporate	 climate	 change-related	 costs	 to	 estimate	 the	 social	 costs	 of	 carbon.	 See	 National	
Academies	 of	 Sciences,	 Engineering,	 and	Medicine	 (2017)	 for	 a	 recent	 overview	of	 social	 costs	 of	
carbon	estimates.		
8	It	is	assumed	that	foreign	guarantees	of	origin	cannot	offer	exemptions	as	long	as	there	is	no	such	
agreement.	
9	 If	 national	 production	 exceeds	 final	 national	 consumption,	 the	 guarantees	 of	 origin	 have	 no	
additional	value.	
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of	 electricity	 consumed	 within	 the	 country	 and	 does	 not	 differen4ate	
between	technologies	–	apart	from	the	fact	that	only	guarantees	of	origin	
from	CO2-neutral	sources	offer	an	exemp4on	from	the	levy.	Costs	associated	
with	CO2	(such	as	the	social	costs	of	carbon)	are	usually	expressed	per	tonne	
of	 CO2.	 For	 the	 purpose	 of	 the	 climate	 and	 supply	 market	 model,	 a	
calcula4on	to	express	the	costs	per	unit	of	electricity	(i.e.	MWh)	is	necessary.	
The	 CO2	 intensity	 of	 either	 the	 na4onal	 power	 sector	 or	 a	 European	
Economic	Area	(EEA)	average	can	be	used	for	this,	resul4ng	in	the	following	
formula	which	also	incorporates	the	EU	ETS:	
	

𝐶𝑂2	𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑦	 )*+
,-./

− 𝐸𝑈	𝐸𝑇𝑆	𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒	 )*+
,-./

∗ 	𝐶𝑂2	𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦	 	,-./
=>?

=

	𝐶𝑂2	𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑦	 )*+
=>?

.	

	
Consequently,	the	final	CO2	levy	decreases	if	the	EU	ETS	allowance	price	rises	
or	the	CO2	intensity	is	reduced.	In	terms	of	decarbonisa4on,	this	means	the	
model	is	designed	to	eventually	become	redundant	if	the	decarbonisa4on	of	
the	power	sector	progresses	and/or	EU	ETS	reforms	lead	to	a	higher	level	of	
allowance	 prices.	 In	 order	 to	 reach	 the	 objec4ve	 of	 a	 CO2-neutral	 supply	
covering	na4onal	demand,	the	guarantees	of	origin	remain	valid	only	for	a	
specific	period	of	4me.	This	ensures	that	the	investment	incen4ves	are	set	
in	 a	 way	 that	 incen4vises	 CO2-neutral	 produc4on	when	 it	 is	 needed	 (i.e.	
during	the	winter	months	when	demand	is	high).	In	this	way,	the	climate	and	
supply	market	model	 strengthens	 security	of	 supply	and	makes	a	 country	
less	 dependent	 on	 imports.	 As	 soon	 as	 CO2-neutral	 sources	 sa4sfy	 the	
na4onal	 demand	 during	 the	 chosen	 4me	 periods,	 the	 model	 becomes	
obsolete.	In	the	case	of	renewable	power	plants	that	are	currently	supported	
through	some	form	of	renewable	support	mechanism	such	as	feed-in	tariffs	
or	quota	schemes,	the	support	scheme	administra4ve	authority	(rather	than	
the	 plant	 operator)	 should	 receive	 the	 cer4ficates.	 Those	 guarantees	 can	
then	be	sold	on	the	market	and	used,	for	example,	to	finance	the	costs	of	
the	exis4ng	renewable	support	scheme.		
	
Currently,	 several	 governments	 in	 Europe	 have	 some	 form	 of	 CO2	 levy	 in	
place	usually	concerning	fuels	used	in	the	transport	or	hea4ng	sector10.	The	
emissions	 origina4ng	 from	 electricity	 genera4on	 for	 electric	 radiators	 or	
vehicles	is,	 in	contrast,	open	only	charged	through	EU	ETS	and	there	is	no	
true	cross-sector	approach.	CO2	levies	for	fuels	could	be	used	and	applied	to	
other	 sectors,	 in	 order	 to	 implement	 a	 cross-sector	 carbon	 price.	 Such	 a	

																																																								
10	Examples	of	carbon	taxes	can	be	found	in	Switzerland,	Sweden,	Finland	and	Denmark	(see	World	
Bank	et	al.,	2016).		
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cross-sector	approach	would	help	to	clear	market	distor4ons	and	effec4vely	
reward	 the	 most	 carbon-efficient	 approach	 in	 fields	 such	 as	 hea4ng	 or	
mobility.	Introducing	the	climate	and	supply	market	model	inevitably	leads	
to	higher	electricity	bills	for	consumers,	due	to	its	financing	structure.	The	
exact	costs	would	be	country	specific	and	depend	amongst	other	things	on	
the	 set	 CO2	 levy,	 the	 country’s	 electricity	 genera4on	 mix,	 import/export	
balance,	poten4al	exemp4ons	of	some	customers	and	the	final	consump4on	
of	electricity.	In	this	regard,	the	test	case	presented	in	the	next	sec4on	shows	
an	acceptable	level	of	costs	for	consumers.		
	
	

	
Figure	1:	Climate	and	supply	market	model	

	
	
Legal	considerations	with	respect	to	international	and	EU	law	

The	concept	of	pricing	CO2	on	a	unilateral	level	is	not	new	and	there	have	
been	various	studies	regarding	its	legal	status	in	the	past11.	In	order	to	ini4ate	
a	 public	 debate	 on	 a	 concept	 such	 as	 the	 suggested	 climate	 and	 supply	
market	model,	it	is	necessary	to	clarify	the	legal	considera4ons	such	a	market	
design	 entails.	 Any	 poten4al	 market	 design	 has	 to	 be	 compa4ble	 with	
exis4ng	legisla4on	and	in	par4cular	with	WTO	law,	EU	law	and	other	trade	
agreements,	 since	 CO2	 taxa4on	 regimes	 have	 to	 be	 carefully	 designed	 in	
order	not	to	violate	them.	A	professional	legal	assessment	of	the	suggested	
climate	and	supply	market	model	by	a	law	firm	found	the	model	to	be	in	line	
with	all	relevant	interna4onal	and	EU	legisla4ons.		

																																																								
11	See	for	instance	(Cottier	et	al.,	2011,	2014a;	Holzer,	2014;	Panezi,	2015)	
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Fundamental	for	the	legal	compa4bility	of	the	suggested	model	is	the	two-
fold	approach	of	puZng	a	levy	on	the	final	electricity	consump4on	(rather	
than	 produc4on)	 and	 the	 clear	 separa4on	 of	 the	 na4onal	 guarantees	 of	
origin	market	on	the	one	hand,	and	the	energy-only	market	on	the	other.	
Generally,	guarantees	of	origin	are	not	considered	goods	or	products	under	
internal	 trade	 law	 since	 they	 are	 not	 tangible	 and	have	no	 customs	 tariff	
number	 in	 the	 Harmonized	 Commodity	 and	 Coding	 Systems	 (short	
Harmonized	 System	 [HS])	 of	 interna4onal	 law	 (Petsonk,	 1999,	 pp.	 199–
200)12.	They	are	also	generally	not	considered	as	services	under	the	General	
Agreement	on	Trade	in	Services	(GATS)	even	though	the	subsequent	trading	
of	the	cer4ficates	may	be	regarded	as	such	(Delimatsis	and	Mavroma4,	2009,	
p.	251).	
	
Also	as	concerns	EU	law,	guarantees	of	origin	are	not	handled	as	goods	which	
fall	 under	 the	 free	 movement	 of	 goods	 within	 the	 single	 market.	 Court	
rulings	by	the	European	Court	of	Jus4ce	underline	that	green	cer4ficates	or	
guarantees	of	origin	are	not	treated	as	goods	and	that	guarantees	do	not	
have	to	be	recognised	by	other	Member	states.	One	can	refer	at	this	point	
to	the	prominent	case	of	Åland	Vindkrap	and	a	following	similar	case	rela4ng	
inter	alia	to	Belgian	guarantees	of	origin.	
	
The	Åland	Vindkrap	court	 ruling	 (which	gained	prominence	by	confirming	
the	na4onal	character	of	renewable	support	schemes)	clarified	that	Member	
States	only	have	to	recognise	foreign	guarantees	of	origin	to	a	limited	extent	
(European	 Court	 of	 Jus4ce,	 2014a,	 p.	 11).	 In	 a	 similar	 case,	 one	 of	 the	
involved	par4es	explicitly	argued	that	the	intangible	nature	of	guarantees	of	
origin	 prevents	 their	 categorisa4on	 as	 goods.	 The	 court	 refrained	 hereby	
from	 ruling	 definitely,	 answering	 that	 “even	 if	 it	 were	 accepted	 that	
guarantees	of	origin	…	cons4tute	‘goods’”	it	would	not	change	the	ques4on	
at	stake	(European	Court	of	Jus4ce,	2014b,	p.	15).	Accordingly,	it	is	fair	to	say	
that	 thus	 far,	 guarantees	 of	 origin	 have	 not	 been	 treated	 as	 goods	 in	
interna4onal	law	and	EU	law,	which	is	crucial	for	the	legal	compa4bility	of	
the	suggested	climate	and	supply	market	model.		
	
Finally,	as	regards	this	legal	perspec4ve,	it	is	worth	taking	a	brief	look	at	the	
EU	state	aid	law	vis-a-vis	the	suggested	model.	The	support	of	companies	or	

																																																								
12	It	should	be	noted	that	there	is	no	clear	definition	of	what	exactly	constitutes	a	good	in	international	
law	and	thus	 far,	guarantees	of	origin	or	certificates	as	part	of	 renewable	support	schemes	 (often	
referred	to	as	quota	obligation	or	green	certificates)	have	not	been	regarded	as	goods	or	services	
(Buchmüller,	2013;	Delimatsis	and	Mavromati,	2009;	Howse,	2009;	Petsonk,	1999).	
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industries	 with	 state	 resources	 is	 considered	 state	 aid	 by	 the	 European	
Commission.	 The	 legal	 assessment	 asserts	 that	 the	 climate	 and	 supply	
market	model	 does	 not	 cons4tute	 state	 aid.	 The	 associated	 costs	 arising	
through	the	CO2	levy	of	the	suggested	model	are	borne	by	consumers	and	
the	amounts	paid	for	the	CO2	levy	are	not	received	by	producers.	The	fact	
that	 the	 value	 of	 guarantees	 of	 origin	 experience	 a	 substan4al	 increase	
through	a	state	interven4on	does	not	change	this	principle.	Strictly	speaking,	
the	model	does	therefore	not	cons4tute	state	aid	in	this	context.	However,	
even	 if	 the	model	was	 considered	 state	aid,	 it	would	 likely	be	 considered	
propor4onally	and	approvable	(similar	to	other	permiTed	measures).	This	
should	 be	 seen	 in	 the	 broader	 context	 of	 approved	 measures	 regarding	
support	 for	 renewables	 and	 mechanisms	 strengthening	 the	 security	 of	
supply.		
	
	
Climate	and	supply	market	model	example:	Switzerland	

One	can	use	Switzerland	as	an	example	to	 illustrate	the	proposed	climate	
and	market	model.	Switzerland’s	domes4c	power	produc4on	is	virtually	CO2	
neutral.	Yet	during	the	winter	months,	Switzerland	relies	on	imports	to	meet	
its	demand.	The	validity	for	guarantees	of	origin	could	therefore	be	set	for	
one	month.	During	summer	months,	when	Switzerland	is	a	net	exporter	of	
electricity,	 the	 guarantees	 of	 origin	 from	 CO2-neutral	 sources	 would	 be	
without	addi4onal	value	and	no	CO2	levy	applies.	However,	in	winter	months	
when	Switzerland	imports	electricity,	the	value	of	guarantees	of	origin	from	
CO2-neutral	sources	would	rise	to	approximately	that	of	the	CO2	levy	to	be	
paid	 for	 non-CO2-neutral	 produc4on	 (i.e.	 imports).	 Exis4ng	 Swiss	 laws	
include	a	CO2	levy	on	thermal	fuels	of	84	CHF/tCO2	(≈78	EUR/tCO2)	(Federal	
Office	 for	 the	Environment,	2016;	 	Bundesrat,	2011).	The	 sugges4on	 is	 to	
apply	 the	 same	 carbon	 price	 level	 to	 the	 power	 sector.	 Consequently,	 in	
winter	months	when	imports	are	necessary,	suppliers	would	need	to	pay	the	
CO2	 levy	 for	 the	 electricity	 that	 cannot	 be	 exempted	 with	 guarantees	 of	
origin	(imports).		
For	the	calcula4on	of	the	applicable	CO2	 levy,	an	es4mated	average	EEA13	
power	genera4on	carbon	intensity	of	0.23	tCO2/MWh14	can	be	used.	To	take	
																																																								
13	 An	 EEA	 plus	 Switzerland	 average	 rather	 than	 EU	 average	 is	 used	 here	 for	 legal	 reasons.	 The	
economic	 area	 of	 the	 EEA	 plus	 Switzerland	 encompasses	 a	wider	 European	market	 and	 does	 not	
discriminate	specific	countries	or	on	the	basis	of	political	Union.	
14	Estimation	based	on	a	published	EU	CO2	emission	intensity	of	0.276	tCO2/MWh	for	2014	(European	
Environment	Agency,	2016).	Assuming	a	similar	CO2	emission	intensity	reduction	as	in	previous	years	
and	 taking	 the	 virtually	 CO2-free	 Swiss,	 Norwegian,	 Icelandic	 and	 Liechtenstein	 production	 into	
account	to	form	an	EEA	+	Switzerland	average,	one	can	use	0.23	tCO2/MWh	as	a	rough	estimation	for	
2016	 (Amt	 für	 Statistik,	 2016,	 p.	 18;	 European	 Environment	 Agency,	 2016;	 Norwegian	 Water	
Resources	and	Energy	Directorate	(NVE),	2017;	Orkustofnun,	2017,	p.	1;	Swissgrid,	2017).		
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the	EU	ETS	price	into	account	that	has	already	been	paid,	one	can	deduct	the	
EU	ETS	allowance	price	off	the	Swiss	carbon	price.	With	a	carbon	price	of	78	
EUR/tCO2	and	a	2016	average	EU	ETS	allowance	price	of	about	5.3	EUR/tCO2	
the	suggested	CO2	levy	would	thus	equal:		
	

78	 )*+
,-./

− 	5.3	 )*+
,-./

∗ 0.23 ,-./
=J?

= 16.7	 )*+
=>?

.		

	
Swiss	suppliers	would	therefore	have	the	choice	of	either	buying	na4onal	
guarantees	of	origin	from	CO2-neutral	sources	or	paying	the	CO2	levy.	Given	
the	cer4ficate	scarcity	in	import	months	(i.e.	when	Swiss	na4onal	CO2-
neutral	produc4on	does	not	cover	demand)	the	price	for	the	guarantees	of	
origin	would	equal	that	of	the	CO2	levy	of	16.7	EUR/MWh	–	since	for	every	
MWh	delivered	suppliers	have	to	provide	either	a	guarantee	of	origin	or	
pay	the	CO2	levy.	
	
An	 increase	of	 the	EU	ETS	allowance	price	 level	or	a	decrease	of	 the	EEA	
power	genera4on	carbon	intensity	leads	to	a	lower	CO2	levy	without	further	
adjustments.	 In	 summer	 months,	 when	 Switzerland	 is	 tradi4onally	 an	
exporter	 of	 electricity	 and	 its	 domes4c	 CO2-neutral	 produc4on	 exceeds	
consump4on,	the	guarantees	of	origin	have	no	addi4onal	value.	
This	example	shows	that	the	climate	and	supply	market	model	would	reward	
CO2-neutral	 produc4on	 in	 4mes	when	 it	 is	 needed	 and	 set	 incen4ves	 for	
expanding	 capaci4es	 that	 produce	 CO2-neutral	 electricity	 during	 those	
4mes.		
	
A	 subsequent	 step	 is	 to	 calculate	 the	 economic	 impact	 and	 overall	 costs	
arising	 from	a	CO2	 levy	of	16.7	EUR/MWh.	Over	 the	 last	five	years	 (2012-
2016),	there	were	on	average	four	months	per	year	during	which	the	final	
electricity	 consump4on	 was	 greater	 than	 the	 total	 energy	 produc4on	 in	
Switzerland	(Swissgrid,	2017).	
	
The	average	final	electricity	consump4on	over	those	four	months	equalled	
21,119,886	MWh	(21.12	TWh).	A	CO2	levy	of	16.7	EUR/MWh	would	hence	
result	in	costs	of	around	EUR	353	million	per	year.	It	should	be	noted	at	this	
point	that	this	sum	may	vary	depending	mostly	on	the	number	of	months	
during	which	 the	 final	 electricity	 consump4on	 exceeds	 the	 produc4on	 of	
CO2-neutral	electricity.	The	total	annual	Swiss	final	electricity	consump4on	
has	 been	 just	 below	 60	 TWh	 in	 the	 last	 couple	 of	 years	 (Bundesamt	 für	
Energie,	2017,	p.	4).	The	costs	of	EUR	350	million	per	year	would	thus	equal	
addi4onal	costs	of	around	0.6	cents/kWh,	which	can	arguably	be	seen	as	an	
acceptable	level	of	addi4onal	costs.		
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Other	carbon	taxation	models	currently	in	practice		

The	 following	 sec4on	 briefly	 presents	 and	 examines	 other	 CO2	 taxa4on	
models;	 namely,	 a	 differen4al	 taxa4on	 model,	 the	 use	 of	 border	 tax	
adjustments	and	the	current	CO2	taxa4on	models	of	 the	United	Kingdom,	
France	and	Denmark.		
	
Differen8al	Taxa8on	
Cottier	 et	 al	 propose	 a	 CO2	 taxa4on	 model	 described	 as	 differen4ated	
electricity	tax	(Cottier	et	al.,	2014b).	It	aims	to	replace	renewable	support	
schemes	and	act	as	a	steering	system.	They	suggest	different	tax	rates	based	
on	 the	 technology	used	 to	generate	electricity,	aiming	not	only	 to	 reduce	
consump4on	but	also	 to	promote	 renewables.	Renewable	energy	 sources	
would	profit	 from	exemp4ons	and	 tax	 rates	 for	 electricity	produced	 from	
non-renewable	sources	would	depend	on	their	carbon	intensity	(Cottier	et	
al.,	2014b,	p.	3).	Guarantees	of	origin	(or	alterna4vely	specifically	designed	
renewable	 energy	 cer4ficates)	 occupy	 a	 central	 role	 by	 determining	 the	
corresponding	tax	rate.	The	scholars	discuss	four	main,	different	varie4es	of	
the	model	in	detail	with	respect	to	the	legal	considera4ons	they	entail.15		
	
They	 find	 that	 offering	 exemp4ons	 in	 their	 model	 only	 for	 domes4c	
renewable	electricity	–	effec4vely	trea4ng	domes4c	and	foreign	produc4on	
differently	 –	 would	most	 likely	 cons4tute	 discrimina4on	 under	 the	 GATT	
(Holzer	et	al.,	2017,	pp.	380-381).	One	approach	which	could	circumvent	this	
is	 introducing	 addi4onal	 requirements	 and	 constraints	 for	 imported	
electricity	eligible	for	tax	exemp4ons.	Yet,	even	in	that	case,	compliance	with	
WTO	law	remains	uncertain,	depending	on	the	exact	criteria	(Holzer	et	al.,	
2017,	 p.	 382).	 A	 central	 issue	 associated	 with	 also	 offering	 unrestricted	
exemp4ons	for	foreign	renewable	produc4on	is	the	significant	availability	of	
guarantees	 of	 origin	 at	 very	 low	 prices	 in	 the	 EU,	 especially	 from	Nordic	
hydropower.	 Producers	 could	 simply	 purchase	 those	 guarantees	 of	 origin	
instead	of	paying	the	–	it	is	assumed	–	costlier	carbon	tax.		
	
In	 contrast	 to	 the	 proposed	 climate	 and	 supply	 market	 model	 with	 one	
uniform	CO2	levy,	the	differen4ated	electricity	tax	aims	to	tax	electricity	at	
different	rates	depending	on	the	electricity	source.	Even	though	both	models	
use	guarantees	of	origin,	their	func4ons	differ.	In	the	proposed	climate	and	
supply	market	model,	the	guarantees	act	as	a	source	of	addi4onal	income	

																																																								
15	See	Holzer	et	al.,	2017	and	Cottier	et	al.,	2014b,	2014a	
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for	 renewable	 producers	 due	 to	 their	 –	 at	 4mes	 –	 significant	 increase	 in	
value.	Cottier	et	al’s	legal	analysis	of	their	model	regards	a	limita4on	of	tax	
exemp4ons	only	for	domes4c	renewable	electricity	as	problema4c,	whereas	
the	structure	of	the	proposed	climate	and	supply	market	model	enables	a	
lawful	 increase	 in	value	of	exclusively	domes4c	guarantees	of	origin	 from	
CO2-neutral	produc4on.		
	
Carbon	tax	with	border	tax	adjustments	
Border	 tax	 adjustments	 (BTA)	 have	 in	 recent	 years	 been	 increasingly	
discussed	in	rela4on	to	enforcing	an	environmental	tax	on	imported	goods	
within	WTO	 law.	 A	 par4cular	 focus	 of	 research	 has	 been	 the	 interplay	 of	
emission	trading	schemes	and	BTA,	and	how	BTA	can	be	used	to	avoid	carbon	
leakage16.	 Regarding	 the	 power	 sector,	 one	 could	 introduce	 an	
environmental	CO2	tax	on	power	genera4on.	BTA	could	then	be	used	to	tax	
imports	 in	 order	 to	 prevent	 compe44ve	 disadvantages	 for	 domes4c	
produc4on.	 If	the	tax	shall	depend	on	the	CO2	 intensity	of	the	technology	
used	to	generate	the	electricity,	one	effec4vely	applies	a	differen4al	taxa4on	
model	such	as	the	aforemen4oned	model.		
	
In	prac4cal	terms,	one	aspect	which	comes	hand	in	hand	with	the	problem	
is	that	the	origin	of	electricity	is	not	always	known	and	guarantees	of	origin	
are	open	only	issued	for	renewables.	Guarantees	of	origin	would	need	to	be	
introduced	for	all	technologies	and,	possibly,	also	cer4fy	the	CO2	footprint	of	
the	electricity.	It	remains	an	open	ques4on	how	imports	without	guarantees	
of	 origin	 would	 be	 handled.	 A	 subsequent	 ques4on	 in	 this	 cross-border	
context	is	if	one	can	legally	differen4ate	between	electricity	produced	from	
CO2-neutral	 sources	 (green	 electricity)	 and	 electricity	 produced	 from	
unknown	or	fossil	energy	sources	(grey	electricity).	As	a	maTer	of	fact,	there	
exists	significant	legal	debate	among	scholars	as	to	whether	green	and	grey	
electricity	are	considered	‘like’	or	‘unlike’	products	under	WTO	law	–	thus	far	
this	ques4on	has	not	been	subject	to	WTO	jurisprudence	(Holzer	et	al.,	2017,	
p.	373;	Kreiser	et	al.,	2015,	p.	167).		
	
If	all	electricity	was	considered	a	‘like’	product	independent	of	its	method	of	
produc4on	and	origin,	equal	treatment	is	required	from	a	legal	perspec4ve.	
In	this	case,	 imported	grey	electricity	could	not	be	treated	 less	favourably	
than	domes4cally	produced	green	electricity17.	A	flat	 tax	on	all	 electricity	

																																																								
16	See	Ismer	and	Neuhoff,	2007;	Kuik	and	Hofkes,	2010;	Panezi,	2015.	
17	 It	 should	be	noted	 that	Art.	XX	GATT	on	exceptions	may	 leave	some	room	for	policy	measures,	
potentially	 enabling	 a	 justification	 of	 violation	 of	 the	 non-discrimination	 rules.	 See	 Cottier	 et	 al.,	
2014c,	pp.	34–37	for	a	detailed	discussion.	
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genera4on	would	fail	to	set	incen4ves	for	low	or	carbon	free	produc4on.	In	
case	 grey	 and	 green	 electricity	 are	 deemed	 ‘unlike’	 products,	 a	 taxa4on	
model	 taxing	 them	 at	 different	 rates	 and	 using	 BTA	 seems	 theore4cally	
feasible.	 However,	 a	 unilateral	 implementa4on	 of	 such	 a	 market	 design	
would	face	the	aforemen4oned	prac4cal	issue	of	a	significant	availability	of	
renewable	guarantees	of	origin	at	comparably	low	prices	in	the	EU.	Trea4ng	
domes4c	 electricity	 from	 CO2-neutral	 sources	 differently	 than	 that	 from	
foreign	CO2-neutral	 sources	would	 -	 as	discussed	 -	most	 likely	 contravene	
GATT	rules.			
	
	
United	Kingdom:	Carbon	Price	Floor	
	
In	2013,	the	Bri4sh	government’s	Department	of	Energy	and	Climate	Change	
(DECC)	established	a	carbon	price	floor	for	electricity	genera4on	taxing	fossil	
fuels	used	to	generate	electricity.	It	can	be	described	as	a	‘top-up’	of	the	EU	
ETS.	The	carbon	price	floor	was	ini4ally	introduced	at	16	GBP/tCO2	and	was	
supposed	 to	 reach	30	GBP/tCO2	in	2020	and	70	GBP/tCO2	in	2030	 (in	 real	
2009	prices).	To	this	end,	the	government	charges	power	generators	a	top-
up	of	the	EU	ETS	called	Carbon	Price	Support	(CPS)	making	up	the	difference	
between	the	floor	price	and	the	EU	ETS	allowances	price.	The	amount	of	this	
CPS	is	announced	with	budget	statement	by	the	Bri4sh	Treasury	two	years	
in	advance.		
	
Due	to	the	lower	than	expected	EU	ETS	allowance	prices,	the	CPS	was	frozen	
at	 18	 GBP/tCO2	un4l	 2021	 in	 order	 to	 limit	 the	 compe44ve	 disadvantage	
faced	by	businesses	and	prevent	electricity	bills	from	rising	(HM	Revenues	&	
Customs,	2014,	p.	1;	HM	Treasury,	2016).	
	
The	carbon	price	floor	was	introduced	with	the	inten4on	of	correc4ng	the	
market	 distor4ons	 created	 by	 the	 low	 EU	 ETS	 prices.	 It	was	 supposed	 to	
underpin	the	price	of	carbon	at	a	 level	 that	drives	 low	carbon	 investment	
(Ares	 and	 Delebarre,	 2016,	 p.	 3).	 The	 mechanisms	 contributed	 to	 a	
significant	drop	in	electricity	genera4on	from	coal-fired	power	plants	due	to	
higher	costs	associated	with	such	genera4on,	which	in	turn	helped	to	reduce	
emissions	(Clark,	2017).	
	
Analysing	the	design	of	the	carbon	price	floor,	it	is	essen4al	to	highlight	that	
the	 carbon	 price	 floor	 affects	 only	 producers	 in	 Great	 Britain.	 Electricity	
imports	to	Great	Britain	are	not	subject	to	the	carbon	price	floor;	charging	
producers	abroad	would	most	likely	violate	the	General	Agreement	on	Tariffs	
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and	 Trade	 (GATT)	 (in	 par4cular	 Ar4cle	 III)18.	 The	 subsequent	 compe44ve	
disadvantages	for	electricity	producers	in	Great	Britain	compared	with	those	
abroad	are	rather	limited	due	to	the	rela4vely	low	interconnector	capacity	
of	 Great	 Britain	 with	 other	 countries	 (4GW)	 as	 a	 result	 of	 its	 natural	
geographically	 isolated	 island	 loca4on	 (Ofgem,	 2017).	 In	 a	 more	
interconnected	market,	the	design	of	the	carbon	price	floor	that	only	charges	
na4onal	producers	would	not	be	sensible	as	it	would	disadvantage	na4onal	
produc4on	dispropor4onately.	This	is	also	the	reason	why	Northern	Ireland	
is	exempted	from	the	carbon	price	floor	(Foster	in	Sync	Ni,	2013).		
	
Currently	there	are	ongoing	discussions	about	the	future	of	the	carbon	price	
floor19.	There	are	both	calls	to	phase	out	the	mechanism	as	well	as	calls	to	
maintain	it.	Of	par4cular	interest,	there	are	studies	that	project	the	carbon	
price	 floor	 to	 lead	 to	 an	 overall	 increase	 in	 emissions.	 An	 increased	
interconnec4on	capacity	with	planned	interconnectors	to	mainland	Europe	
and	 Iceland	 might,	 together	 with	 the	 carbon	 price	 differen4al,	 cause	
European	wide-emissions	to	rise	as	gas-fired	genera4on	in	Britain	might	be	
undercut	 by	 coal-fired	 genera4on	 in	 mainland	 Europe.	 (Aurora	 Energy	
Research,	 2016,	 p.	 2).	 In	 light	 of	 Brexit,	 there	 remains	 policy	 uncertainty	
regarding	the	future	of	interconnectors	and	the	UK’s	par4cipa4on	in	the	EU	
ETS	(Howard,	2016,	p.	11).	The	UK	Government	has,	however,	signalled	its	
inten4on	to	maintain	the	carbon	price	floor	mechanism	at	 its	current	rate	
un4l	2021	(HM	Treasury,	2016).		
	
France:	Carbon	prices	
	
In	 May	 2016,	 France	 announced	 that	 it	 would	 introduce	 a	 carbon	 price	
targe4ng	the	power	sector	with	a	price	floor	of	30	EUR/tCO2.	The	plans	were	
eventually	dropped	in	autumn	2016	aper	opposi4on	from	energy	companies	
and	 concerns	 over	 state	 aid	 inves4ga4ons	 from	 the	 EU	 Commission	
(Enerdata,	2016).	
	
In	 July	 2016,	 a	 commission	 set	 up	 by	 COP21	 president	 and	 Minister	 of	
Ecology,	Sustainable	Development	and	Energy	Ségolène	Royal	suggested	ten	
different	 carbon	 pricing	 proposals	 (Canfin	 et	 al.,	 2016,	 p.	 20).	 These	
proposals	included	the	introduc4on	of	a	carbon	price	corridor	within	the	EU	

																																																								
18	The	role	and	classification	of	electric	power	as	a	good	under	WTO	law	and	the	subsequent	legal	
implications	 are	 subject	 to	 substantial	 legal	 debate.	 (Cottier	 et	 al.,	 2014c,	 pp.	 34–37)	 provide	 an	
overview	of	handling	electricity	under	WTO	law	and	Horn	and	Mavroidis	(2011)	discuss	the	legality	of	
Border	Tax	Adjustments	 for	climate	purposes.	 It	 is	generally	agreed	 that	CO2	taxation	 regimes	not	
limited	to	domestic	production	may	easily	violate	WTO	(GATT)	rules.	
19	For	an	overview	see	the	recent	research	note	by	Policy	Exchange	(Howard,	2016)	
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ETS,	a	unilateral	French	price	floor	(as	men4oned	above)	and	measures	to	
incen4vise	 a	 switch	 from	 coal-fired	 plants	 to	 gas-fired	 plants20.	
Independently	 of	 this,	 France	 already	 introduced	 a	 CO2	 levy	 on	 the	 final	
consump4on	of	fuels	for	sectors	not	covered	by	the	EU	ETS.	As	of	2017,	the	
current	rate	is	30.5	EUR/tCO2	–supposed	to	reach	56	EUR/tCO2	in	2020	and	
100	EUR/tCO2	in	2030	(World	Bank	et	al.,	2016,	p.	48).		
	
Newly	elected	President	Emanuel	Macron,	who	 served	as	Minister	of	 the	
Economy	when	the	ini4al	carbon	price	floor	plans	were	announced,	revealed	
during	his	campaign	new	plans	for	a	carbon	price	floor.	His	manifesto	calls	
for	 a	 pan-European	 carbon	 price	 floor	 without	 however	 specifying	 more	
details	(Macron,	2017,	p.	21).	He	has	nonetheless	been	quoted	on	a	proposal	
for	a	price	of	100	EUR/tCO2	in	2030	which	would	equal	the	aforemen4oned	
levy	and	hence	represent	a	cross-sector	approach	(Tolbaru	et	al.,	2017,	p.	7).		
	
Denmark:	energy	tax,	CO2	tax	and	SO2	tax	
	
Denmark	introduced	its	first	specific	CO2	tax	in	1992	(Kitzing	et	al.,	2016,	p.	
24).	 Today	 it	 has	 a	 comprehensive	 system	 in	 place	with	 three	main	 taxes	
(energy	tax,	CO2	tax	and	SO2	tax)	targe4ng	fossil	fuel	consump4on	similar	to	
the	 French	 and	 Swiss	models	with	 a	 rate	 of	 roughly	 170	DKK/tCO2	 (≈	 23	
EUR/tCO2)	 (Partnership	 for	Market	Readiness,	2017,	p.	28;	Withana	et	al.,	
2013,	p.	22;	World	Bank,	2017).	Fuels	that	are	used	for	electricity	genera4on	
are	exempted	from	this	tax	to	prevent	a	compe44ve	disadvantage	for	Danish	
electricity	producers	(Duer,	1995,	p.	44).	
	
Instead,	the	Danish	system	taxes	final	electricity	consump4on,	independent	
of	the	origin	of	the	electricity.	This	consequently	means	that	the	tax	 itself	
does	 not	 provide	 incen4ves	 to	 switch	 to	 less	 pollu4ng	 fuels	 in	 electricity	
genera4on	(Withana	et	al.,	2013,	pp.	23–24).	
	
The	examples	of	CO2	taxa4on	in	Great	Britain,	France	and	Denmark	as	well	
as	 the	model	 proposed	 by	 CoZer	 et	 al	 illustrate	 the	 economic	 and	 legal	
constraints	 of	 CO2	 steering	 models.	 Reforms	 on	 a	 European	 level	 haven	
proven	 difficult,	 levying	 only	 domes4c	 power	 producers	 results	 in	
compe44ve	 disadvantages,	 and	 taxes	 on	 imports	 are	 likely	 to	 violate	
interna4onal	law.	For	countries	with	a	low	share	of	interconnector	capacity,	
a	 carbon	 price	 floor	 such	 as	 the	 Bri4sh	 model	 -	 levying	 only	 domes4c	
produc4on	-	effec4vely	counters	low	EU	ETS	allowance	prices	and	can	(re-

																																																								
20	 For	 more	 details	 on	 the	 proposals	 see	 the	 full	 report	 by	 the	 Canfin	 Grandjean-Mestrallet	
Commission	(in	French)	(Canfin	et	al.,	2016).	
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)establish	 carbon	 prices	 as	 a	 driver	 for	 decarbonisa4on.	 The	 networks	 of	
most	European	countries	are,	however,	much	more	deeply	 integrated	and	
connected,	which	is	why	the	Bri4sh	model	does	not	represent	an	appropriate	
solu4on.	
	
In	 the	 absence	 of	 effec4ve	 European	 reforms,	 the	 suggested	 climate	 and	
supply	market	model	can	therefore	offer	an	alterna4ve	way	of	pricing	CO2	
on	 a	 na4onal	 basis,	 internalising	 the	 costs	 of	 CO2	 emissions	 and	 clearing	
market	distor4ons	origina4ng	from	EU	ETS	allowance	prices	which	are	too	
low	without	viola4ng	interna4onal	trade	agreements	or	EU	law.		
	
	
Varieties	of	the	climate	and	supply	market	model	

The	model	can	be	altered	in	many	ways	to	incorporate	specific	requirements	
or	 change	 its	 effects.	 The	most	 straighYorward	 steering	 instrument	 is	 the	
government-set	 CO2	 levy	 in	 EUR/tCO2,	 which	 together	 with	 the	 EU	 ETS	
allowance	 price	 and	 the	 carbon	 intensity	 translates	 into	 the	 final	 levy	
expressed	 in	 EUR/MWh.	 Policy	 makers	 can	 choose	 whichever	 price	 is	
perceived	as	appropriate	to	work	towards	given	policy	objec4ves.	This	might	
result	in	a	cross-sector	carbon	price	as	in	the	described	example	or	one	that	
relates	to	the	social	costs	of	carbon.	
		
One	 recurring	 aspect	 of	 CO2	 taxa4on	 regimes	 are	 exemp4ons	 or	 special	
condi4ons	for	energy-intensive	industries.	Such	measures	can	be	included	in	
the	suggested	climate	and	supply	market	model	in	case	policy	makers	choose	
not	to	place	addi4onal	burdens	on	the	energy-intensive	industry.	
	
It	may	also	be	 in	the	 interest	of	a	government	to	choose	which	par4cular	
CO2-neutral	 genera4on	 technologies	 should	profit	 from	 the	guarantees	of	
origin	value	increase.	 It	could	for	example	be	restricted	to	CO2-free	rather	
than	 CO2-neutral	 technologies	 thereby	 excluding	 technologies	 such	 as	
biomass	or	landfill	power	plants.		
	
Another	central	element	of	the	suggested	model	is	the	4me	period	for	which	
guarantees	remain	valid.	In	the	presented	example,	the	4me	period	is	set	to	
one	 month,	 but	 different	 4me	 frames	 are	 possible.	 Depending	 on	 the	
country’s	 requirements	 and	 circumstances,	 the	 administra4ve	 body	 could	
set	a	longer	4me	frame	(i.e.	quarters	or	seasons)	or	shorter	one	(i.e.	weeks,	
days	or	even	hours).	A	shorter	4me	frame	represents	a	more	precise	steering	
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instrument	but	 increases	poten4al	market	power	abuses21.	Addi4onally,	 it	
comes	at	higher	administra4ve	costs	and	efforts	for	market	par4cipants	and	
the	administra4ve	body.	
	
In	 the	 suggested	 version	 of	 the	 model,	 suppliers	 have	 to	 provide	 one	
guarantee	of	origin	from	CO2-neutral	produc4on	for	every	MWh	delivered	or	
pay	the	CO2	levy.	But	the	administra4ve	body	could	also	require	suppliers	to	
provide	more	or	less	than	one	guarantee	per	unit	of	energy	delivered.	This	
way,	 one	 could	 steer	 the	 demand	 for	 guarantees	 and	 it	 enables	 seZng	
targets	of	a	desirable	share	of	produc4on	from	CO2-neutral	sources	for	the	
chosen	4me	period.		
	
Adaption	potential	for	the	climate	and	supply	market	model	

The	concept	of	 the	climate	and	supply	market	model	was	developed	 in	a	
European	 context	 and	 the	 focus	 of	 this	 research	 rested	 on	 European	
countries.	The	general	principle	of	a	CO2	price	component	with	exemp4ons	
for	CO2-neutral	produc4on	using	guarantees	of	origin	can	theore4cally	also	
be	applied	elsewhere.	Naturally	this	would	entail	some	necessary	adap4ons	
such	as	the	removal	of	the	EU	ETS	pricing	in	the	formula	of	the	CO2	levy	and	
further	legal	assessments.		
	
The	 model	 is	 par4cularly	 aTrac4ve	 for	 countries	 with	 a	 high	 share	 of	
tradi4onal	CO2-neutral	produc4on	(e.g.	hydro,	biomass)	and	looking	for	ways	
to	maintain	or	increase	it.	Newer	forms	of	CO2-neutral/free	produc4on	such	
as	photovoltaics	(PV)	and	wind	are	commonly	supported	through	some	form	
of	 feed-in	 scheme.	 As	men4oned,	 operators	 of	 plants	 receiving	 subsidies	
through	such	a	scheme	would	not	be	eligible	for	support	through	the	climate	
and	supply	market	model,	since	it	would	only	result	in	windfall	profits.		
With	compensa4on	levels	of	support	schemes	con4nuously	decreasing	due	
to	 the	 cost	 reduc4ons	 of	 renewables	 technologies,	 learning	 curves	 and	
further	 innova4on,	 one	 may	 ques4on	 for	 how	 long	 governments	 will	
con4nue	 their	 feed-in	 support	 schemes.	Recent	 compe44ve	 tenders	have	
again	led	to	a	decrease	in	compensa4on	levels	and	the	first	German	offshore	
wind	auc4on	gained	prominence	as	companies	bid	 to	build	offshore	wind	

																																																								
21	 If	 in	 a	 chosen	 time	 period,	 domestic	 CO2-neutral	 production	 is	 projected	 to	 be	 only	marginally	
greater	than	the	final	consumption,	producers	might	abuse	their	market	power	to	transform	it	into	
an	import	period	by	withholding	generation	capacity.	This	might	increase	their	income	as	the	value	of	
the	guarantees	of	origin	from	CO2-neutral	sources	would	rise	to	that	of	the	CO2	levy.	The	shorter	the	
time	 period,	 the	 smaller	 the	 generation	 capacity	 necessary	 to	 do	 so,	 as	 long	 as	market	 data	 are	
available	to	project	if	domestic	production	will	exceed	or	fall	short	of	final	consumption.	
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parks	without	a	guaranteed	minimum	strike	price22.	 In	 this	 light,	 it	 seems	
plausible	that	policy	makers	discuss	the	future	of	support	schemes	with	the	
climate	and	supply	market	model	comprising	a	poten4al	op4on.	
	
	
Since	the	climate	and	supply	market	model	aims	to	incen4vise	CO2-neutral	
power	produc4on	during	4mes	when	the	targeted	share	of	this	produc4on	
type	is	not	met,	it	seems	most	apt	for	countries	that	already	have	a	rela4vely	
high	share	of	CO2-neutral	produc4on	in	their	electricity	mix.	Aside	from	the	
aforemen4oned	example	of	Switzerland,	the	following	European	countries	
have	a	large	CO2-neutral	share	(over	65%)	in	their	gross	electricity	produc4on	
(according	to	data	published	by	the	European	Commission,	2017):	Austria,	
Croa4a,	Denmark,	Finland,	France,	Slovakia,	Slovenia	and	Sweden.	
	
Given	 the	 func4oning	 of	 the	 climate	 and	 supply	market	model	 described	
herein,	the	composi4on	of	the	power	sectors	of	these	countries	make	them	
ideal	candidates	for	a	poten4al	adap4on	of	the	model	or	discussion	thereof.	
This	is	not	to	say	that	the	climate	and	supply	market	model	is	not	a	useful	fit	
for	 other	 countries.	 If	 policy	 makers	 set	 a	 lower	 amount	 of	 required	
guarantees	of	origin	for	suppliers	per	MWh	delivered	(e.g.	0.5	rather	than	1),	
the	model	 can	also	be	aTrac4ve	 for	 countries	with	a	 lower	 share	of	CO2-
neutral	produc4on.	
	
	
Conclusion	

It	has	been	argued	that	the	power	sector	is	facing	a	series	of	difficul4es	in	
light	of	energy	transi4ons	and	decarbonisa4on.	Low	EU	ETS	allowance	prices	
have	 led	 to	 a	 state	 of	 uncertainty	 regarding	 its	 role	 as	 a	 driver	 for	
decarbonisa4on.	Previous	 reform	processes	have	had	 limited	 success	 and	
some	countries	have	looked	towards	unilateral	ac4on	to	tackle	the	issue.		
	
A	run	of	very	low	wholesale	power	prices	in	Europe,	partly	caused	by	low	EU	
ETS	 allowance	 prices,	 has	 led	 to	 concerns	 over	 long-term	 genera4on	
adequacy	 (the	 ‘missing	money	problem')	and	 the	 introduc4on	of	capacity	
remunera4on	 mechanisms	 to	 counter	 the	 issue.	 The	 authors	 propose	 a	
unilateral	 climate	 and	 supply	 market	 model	 to	 address	 these	
aforemen4oned	concerns.	The	model’s	core	component	is	an	introduc4on	

																																																								
22	In	2017,	EnBW	and	Dong	Energy	were	awarded	the	right	to	build	wind	farms	in	the	North	Sea	with	
submitted	bids	of	0	EUR/MWh.	It	should	be	noted	that	they	will	still	receive	some	form	of	subsidy	as	
they	 gained	 the	 right	 to	 operate	 those	 parks	 for	 25	 years	 and	 network	 charges	 for	 electricity	
consumers	finance	the	costly	grid	connection(s)	(Bundesnetzagentur,	2017,	p.	2).	
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of	a	CO2	levy	on	final	electricity	consump4on.	Exemp4ons	from	the	levy	are	
offered	for	electricity	produced	from	CO2-neutral	sources.	Suppliers	have	to	
provide	guarantees	of	origin	 from	CO2-neutral	produc4on	 for	every	MWh	
delivered	or	pay	the	CO2	levy.	The	government	sets	the	amount	of	the	levy	
and	 the	 4me	 period	 guarantees	 of	 origin	 remain	 valid	 for.	 This	 way	 the	
climate	and	supply	market	model	 incen4vises	 the	power	produc4on	 from	
CO2-neutral	 sources	 during	 4mes	when	 it	 does	 not	 cover	 demand	 or	 the	
target	share	of	produc4on.		
	
The	model	 can	 be	 used	 to	 implement	 a	 cross-sector	 carbon	 price	 as	 the	
analysis	of	the	example	of	Switzerland	illustrates.	The	example	also	shows	
that	the	model	can	be	realised	at	an	acceptable	level	of	costs	for	consumers	
even	though	the	exact	costs	depend	on	a	number	of	the	factors	discussed,	
first	and	foremost	the	set	CO2	levy.		
	
CO2	 pricing	 schemes	 targe4ng	 the	 power	 sector	 have	 to	 be	 carefully	
designed	in	order	to	comply	with	 interna4onal	and	EU	law.	Some	models,	
such	as	the	Bri4sh	model,	 therefore	exclude	electricity	 imports	 from	their	
CO2	 price	 floor.	 In	 other	 countries	with	 greater	 transfer	 capacity	 to	 grids	
abroad,	 excluding	 imports	would	dispropor4onally	disadvantage	domes4c	
power	producers,	which	is	why	the	Bri4sh	model	only	has	limited	adap4on	
poten4al	 abroad.	A	 legal	 assessment	 of	 the	proposed	 climate	 and	 supply	
market	model	came	to	the	conclusion	that	the	suggested	design	complies	
with	relevant	legal	frameworks.		
	
The	model	offers	various	steering	instruments	for	policy	makers	and	it	can	
be	altered	to	suit	a	given	country.	Aside	from	seZng	the	level	of	the	CO2	levy,	
the	government	can	specify	the	4me	period	for	which	guarantees	of	origin	
remain	valid	and	 impose	 the	number	of	guarantees	of	origin	 required	 for	
suppliers	 per	 MWh	 delivered.	 Together,	 these	 mechanisms	 enable	 the	
government	 to	work	 towards	 a	 targeted	 share	 of	 CO2-neutral	 produc4on	
during	any	4me	period	and	 incen4vise	 the	deployment	of	addi4onal	CO2-
neutral	genera4on	capacity.		
	
Finally,	even	though	the	model	has	been	developed	in	a	European	context,	
the	general	principle	could	also	be	used	elsewhere.	Within	Europe,	there	are	
several	countries	for	which	the	proposed	climate	and	supply	market	model	
might	represent	a	poten4al	policy	op4on.		
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